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THE PRESIDENTS CORNER 
Alan Sheidler 
 

As I am writing this column, 

it is mid-December and the 

holiday season is upon us.  

This is the time of year when 

our thoughts gravitate to 

friends and families.  It is 

also the time we reflect on 

the things that happened 

during the year, give thanks 

and celebrate.  As I look back 

on 2016, the Popular 

Astronomy Club has had 

many events which I think 

are worth summarizing here 

so that we can all take stock of how the club has evolved.   
 

One of the most significant events occurred last spring 

when we refurbished the PACMO which, after 16 years of 

public outreach, was showing its age.  Under Rusty Case’s 

leadership we worked with Edward’s Creative to install a 

new wrap which has given the PACMO a dramatically new 

look.  With financial help from the Community Foundation 

and club member’s donations, we were able to pay for the 

paint job, replace the old tires and wheels and do some 

touch up painting.  For Astronomy Day on April 23rd, the 

newly refurbished PACMO served as the centerpiece of the 

solar observing we did that day for an estimated 330 

visitors.   
 

During the past year, the Popular Astronomy Club towed 

the PACMO more than 500 miles to 26 public observing 

sessions, which is more than double the number of sessions 

in 2015.  Altogether, the club provided 41 public outreach 

sessions in 2016, serving approximately 3800 guests, which 

is the most I have seen since I have been keeping track of 

public outreach.  Thirty of our club members have been 

recognized by the Astronomical League for their 

enthusiastic participation in these events by receiving the 

AL Outreach Award.  This is definitely worth celebrating! 
 

Our club was requested to bring astronomy programs to a 

wide range of venues this past year including a number of 

schools, the Putnam Museum, many libraries, Kiwanis, The 

Lighthouse of Silvis, Illiniwek Campground, QCESC, 

WQAD Channel 8, Rock Island Conservation Club, Niabi 

Zoo and others.   I am especially proud of the events we did 

together in collaboration with the Quad Cities 

Astronomical Society.  With their help we did three public 

events at the Putnam Museum, and one at Adams School 

(Davenport).  The event at Adams was the largest single 

event we did all year with 496 students and family 

members in attendance.  Neither club alone could have 

pulled this one off!  But together and with the masterful 

help of the teachers and staff at Adams, this was the best 

organized event of the entire year.   
 

PAC’s public outreach is not limited to such away 

missions.  Club members are continuing to write monthly 

QC-Sky Watch astronomy articles for the Moline 

Dispatch/RI Argus newspaper.  These articles are also 

published in NCRAL’s “Northern Lights” newsletter as 

well as in our own PAC newsletter.  We are into our third 

year of writing these astronomy articles now.  This is 

definitely something we can take pride in doing. 
 

Public outreach is a significant part of what PAC does, but 

we also had many club observing sessions at the Paul 

Castle Memorial Observatory.  I’ve lost count of the 

number, but my guess is we had as many club member 

sessions as we did public outreach sessions.  PAC members 

also attended the Eastern Iowa Star Party (hosted by QCAS 

at the Menke Observatory), Cedar Amateur Astronomers 

public night, NCRAL at Bloomington-Normal (Twin Cities 

Amateur Astronomers) and TCAA’s Fall Mini Conference.   

These sessions were great opportunities for club members 

to get together and learn from each other.  TCAA’s and 

CAA’s observatories are incredible with some large 

aperture scopes and sophisticated imaging capability.  

Closer to home, several members of QCAS are also 

members of PAC.  Two of them (Jeff Struve and Ken 

Boquist) accompanied Bryan Raser and I to the TCAA 

Mini Conference.  While there, I bought my first “real” 

telescope at the swap meet (a 10” Meade LX200).  To 

make a long story short, the four of us figured out that the 

OTA was mounted upside down causing the GOTO to 

malfunction.  Anyway, we took it apart on the observatory 

floor and mounted it correctly and got it working before we 

left Bloomington!  Anyway, I doubt I could have figured it 

out without the other guy’s help (and particularly Jeff’s 

help).   This just shows that amateur astronomers are 

knowledgeable and friendly—even to dummies like me! 
 

I think it is also worth noting that our club received many 

significant donations this year which really helped to meet 

the financial needs of PAC.  The Community Foundation 

provided $1,000 and club members donated a similar 

 

RReefflleeccttiioonnss  

 



amount to refurbish the PACMO.  Orion Telescopes 

donated a telescope which we raffled off to generate 

operating cash.  The Astronomical League (Horkheimer 

Trust) donated a library telescope which will be placed in 

service at the Eldridge Library in March 2017.   
 

Celestron donated a 4” MAK telescope which was used as 

the grand prize for the PAC banquet (won by Mitchell 

Milani).  Contributions through the Birdies for Charity 

campaign also brought in needed cash.  I would also like to 

acknowledge that nearly all of the public groups that 

requested outreach programs also gave us donations to help 

defray the costs.  So even though we spent a lot on needed 

items, we had more than enough income to meet the 

expenses!  We did well in 2016—this is worth celebrating! 
 

The Club’s 80
th

 Banquet was also a very memorable event.  

You can read more about the banquet in this newsletter, but 

it is amazing to consider that PAC is now over 80 years 

old!  That’s worth celebrating too!   
 

As we move into our club’s 81
st
 year, let’s build on our 

success and keep looking up!  Al.  

 

 

Raffle Telescope Awarded 

October 23,-2016 

Sara Sheidler 
 

The Popular Astronomy Club received an Orion FunScope 

Astro Dazzle 4.5 Alt-Azimuth Reflector telescope from 

Orion Telescopes & Binoculars, and raffle ticket sales 

during our outreach events this year brought in some much 

needed funds to the PAC treasury. 
 

424 tickets were sold and the winner was pulled on October 

15, 2016 at Niabi Zoo.  Cassie, Cora, and Brandan Handley 

were presented with their new telescope at the Eldridge 

Library on October 23, 2016.  They also received a free 

membership to the PAC, and instruction on how to use 

their new telescope.   
 

Thank you to everyone who helped with our fundraiser and 

especially to Orion for the generous donation of this 

telescope to our club.    
 

Club members in attendance to present the family with their 

scope included Terry Dufek, Rusty Case, Wayland Bauer, 

and Al Sheidler. 
 

 
 

Cassie, Cora, and Brandan Handley with Al Sheidler 
 

A Recent Nostalgic Note from a School Classmate 

Lee M. Farrar 
 

I recently received the following note, with pictures, from a 

1952 Delavan Wisconsin High School classmate of mine. 
 

Hi Lee, 
 

I was so happy to see a fellow night sky buff when visiting 

your astronomy club web site.  I‘ve enclosed the only 2 

photos I have of my beautiful telescope that I had the 

privilege of using for many years.  On many nights, I got to 

view the night sky with this telescope.  It is now at a school 

in northern Minnesota.  
 

Sincerely, Mike Brandt 
 

 
 

Mike Brandt stands on his viewing ladder 
 

 
 

Mike Brandt’s reflection in his telescope mirror 
 

Mike Brandt lived on a farm near Delavan Wisconsin.  I 

was a Delavan Wisconsin “City Guy”.  Those were the 

days when we enjoyed the fun things to do in life, like girls, 

cars, personal projects, and playing seasonal games of 

“City versus the Farmers” in Coach Webb Schultz’s gym 

class.  Back then, High School students didn’t ever think 

about doing drugs, doing mass school violence, bringing 

guns to school, parade bombings, etc.   
 

In those days, I rode my bicycle to school and left it parked 

on the school playground.  I also rode it to the Methodist 

church, our local Delbrook golf course, the local Delavan 

movie theatre, to my work at Kroger’s, and later to work at 

the National Food Store.  I NEVER, EVER owned a locking 

chain for it.  My bike was always there, day or night, when 

I returned to ride it back home.  I‘ll get off my soap box for 

now, but sometimes I sure do miss those good ole days. 



ASTRONOMICAL CALENDAR OF EVENTS 

(PAC Activities in Bold print) 
 

(Possible Observing Challenge photo Op dates 
shown in red) 
 

Jan 1-5, 2017 – The Quadrantids Meteor Shower peak on 

the night of January 3
rd

 and morning of the 4
th

.  The 

Meteors will radiate from the constellation Bootes. 

Jan 1, 2017 – Mars and Neptune appear very close, low 

in the darkening western evening sky, from about 

6:30 pm until they set together around 9:00 pm. 

Jan 5, 2017 – First Quarter Moon. 

Jan 6, 2017 – Mercury is in conjunction with the Sun. 

Jan 9, 2017 –PAC Monthly Meeting - Augustana 

Planetarium, 7:00 p.m.  Program: The January 

Program is Jeff Struve, “Using Stellarium”. 

Jan 12, 2017 – Full Moon, called the Full Wolf Moon. 

Jan 12, 2017 – The planet Venus reaches greatest eastern 

elongation of 47.1 degrees from the Sun.  This is the best 

time to view Venus since it will be at its highest point 

above the horizon in the evening sky.  Look for the 

bright planet in the western sky after sunset. 

Jan 12, 2017 – Venus and Neptune appear very close 

low in the darkened western evening sky from about 

6:30 pm until they set around 8:50 pm.  

Jan 19, 2017 – Third Quarter moon 

Jan 19, 2017 – Mercury reaches greatest western 

elongation of 24.1 degrees west from the Sun. This is the 

best time to view Mercury since it will be at its highest 

point above the horizon in the morning sky. Look for 

Mercury low in the eastern sky just before sunrise 

Jan 28, 2017 – New Moon 

Feb 4, 2017 – First Quarter Moon 

Feb 11, 2017 – Full Moon, called the Full Snow Moon 

Feb 13, 2017 – PAC Monthly Meeting - Augustana 

Planetarium, 7:00 p.m.  Program: The February 

Program is Terry Dufek “3D Planet Modeling”. 

Feb 18, 2017 – Third Quarter Moon 

Feb 26, 2017 – New Moon 

Feb 26, 2017 – Mars and Uranus appear very close in 

the dark western evening sky until they set around 

9:30 pm.  

Mar 1, 2017 – Neptune is in Conjunction with the Sun. 

Mar 5, 2017 – First Quarter Moon. 

Mar 6, 2017 –Mercury is at Superior Conjunction. 

Mar 12, 2017 – Full Moon, called the Full Worm Moon. 

Mar 13, 2017 – PAC Quarterly Business Meeting - 

Augustana Planetarium, 7:00 p.m.  Program: 

“Smorgasbord of Short Presentations.” 

Mar 20, 2017 – Third Quarter Moon. 

Mar 20, 2017 – The Spring equinox occurs at 10:29 UTC. 

The Sun shines down directly above the equator, and 

there will be nearly equal amounts of day and night 

throughout the world.  This is the first day of spring 

(vernal equinox) in the Northern Hemisphere.  

Mar 28, 2017 – New Moon. 

PLANET CHART – FIRST QUARTER 2017 
 

 

Mercury makes a complete 88 day sidereal orbit around 

the Sun, and moves the two additional earth days covered 

in this quarterly newsletter.  The positions of Mercury on 

the first day of each month are shown with color coded 

circles on the chart shown above.  Mercury makes one 

orbital revolution around the Sun in 87.969 of our days, 

but due to the motion of Earth around the Sun, the 

synodic period of Mercury is about 116 days.  This is 

why there are only three entries on the list to the left, 

instead of four.  Refer to the calendar to the left to view 

the major orbital events for Mercury as viewed from 

Earth during the period. 

Venus: is an evening object on January 1, 2017 in the 

constellation Aquarius, and appears very close to 

Neptune on January 12, 2017. 

Earth travels ¼ of its yearly twelve month orbital period 

around the Sun during this three month period, and arrives 

at our Spring Equinox on March 20
, 
2017. 

Mars: During the period Earth’s orbit leads Mars which 

appears in the constellation Pisces.  Mars appears very 

close to Uranus on February 26, 2017. 

Jupiter During the period, Jupiter appears very close to 

Spica in the pre-dawn dark sky in the constellation 

Virgo.   

Saturn: During the period, Saturn is a daytime object and 

is not visible. 

Uranus During the period, Uranus is a daytime object and 

is not visible.  Uranus is heading for a conjunction with 

the Sun on April 13,
, 
2017. 

Neptune During the period, Neptune is a daytime object 

and is not visible.  Neptune is heading for a conjunction 

with the Sun on March 1, 2017. 

Pluto is in conjunction with the Sun on January 6,
, 
2017, 

and is not visible in the sky this quarter. 

 

 



PAC Annual Banquet 

October 21, 2016 
 

The 80
th

 banquet of the PAC was held on the evening of 

October 21, 2016 at the Viking Club, Moline, Illinois.  

This special event marked 80 years since Carl H. Gamble 

founded the club in 1936.  To commemorate this event, we 

invited former members and friends of PAC to attend.   
 

We were honored to have Beth and Jeff Forrett attend.  

Beth is the great granddaughter of Carl H. Gamble and she 

brought a picture along of her great grandparents to share 

with us.   
 

During the social hour, everyone had a chance to look over 

display boards detailing the club’s history, past presidents, 

recent AL awards for our Astronomy Day events, and the 

1934 lattice tube telescope which was restored in 1987 

after being found in the basement of Centennial Hall at 

Augustana College.   
 

 
 

The 1934 Lattice Tube Reflector Telescope 
 

Prior to being found in the basement of Centennial Hall at 

Augustana College, this unique telescope had been stored 

at PAC founder Carl H. Gamble’s Sky Ridge Observatory 

and is believed to have been built by PAC member August 

Wendt in 1934. 
 

Attendees also voted on the entries in the astro-

photography contest.  
 

PAC president Al Sheidler offered the invocation before 

the evening buffet of chicken, ham, scalloped potatoes, 

vegetables, and salad was served to the 53 attendees.   
 

 
 

PAC President Al Sheidler presented the Invocation 

Jan Gustafson and Anne Bauer graciously served the PAC 

birthday cake which was donated by Hy-Vee.   
 

 
 

Our PAC 80 Year Birthday Cake 
 

Wayland Bauer introduced our evening speaker, Mr. Floyd 

Perkins who gave an interesting program on his association 

with Dr. James Van Allen and their work on the Air 

Density-Injun Explorer satellites in the 1960’s. Mr. Perkins 

was a World War Two veteran who began his career as a 

lab technician at Collins Radio Company in Cedar Rapids.   
 

 
 

Our Evening Speaker Mr. Floyd Perkins 
 



 
 

Our Speaker Floyd Perkins receives his PAC Gift 
 

Floyd worked his way up to electrical engineer and 

managed the Collins satellite tracking station.  He was 

borrowed by Dr. Van Allen to help develop two satellites 

which were later launched from Vandenberg Air Force 

Base.  Mr. Perkins described those years of work as the 

most interesting and satisfying of his long career. 
 

Roy Gustafson then gave a brief program on the history of 

the club.  He talked about the long search for a permanent 

observatory site and the eventual answer was a mobile 

observatory which filled the need for public outreach.  To 

this day the PACMO is an integral component of our 

efforts and we also have a fixed dark sky site in the area. 
 

Wayland Bauer announced the Photography Contest 

winners.  Mike Ombrello was the overall winner with his 

spectacular photograph of the Milky Way.    
 

 
 

Award Winning Mike Ombrello Photo of the Milky Way 

Al Sheidler then gave numerous awards to club members 

who have contributed significantly to the club in the last 

year.  AL Outreach awards were given to Mel Schroeder, 

Mike Ombrello, Peter Soble, and John Schaub.  Rusty Case 

and Terry Dufek were recognized for their enthusiastic 

contributions during the last year.  Cindy Pippert was 

presented with a plaque to commemorate her 30 years of 

dedicated service as club secretary.   
 

 
 

Cindy Pippert and Al Sheidler with her 30 year Award 
 

Mark Schroeder was recognized for his 36 years as a PAC 

member.   
 

 
 

Mark Schroeder receives his Award from Al Sheidler 
 

Joel Carter was recognized for his 35 years as a PAC 

member.   
 

 
 

Joel Carter receives his 35 year Award from Al Sheidler 



The attendance award drawing was conducted by Terry 

Dufek and was won by Liz Robinson.   

 

 
 

Terry Dufek presents Liz Robinson with the Attendance 

Award 

 

His outstanding participation and support of the club, this 

member of the year award went to Wayland Bauer.   

 

 
 

Wayland Bauer Receives His Member of the Year 

Award from Al Sheidler 

 

 

 

 

 

Past President of the Astronomical League Carroll Iorg and 

his wife Betty came from Kansas City to help us celebrate.   
 

Carroll Iorg took the floor and gave a few words about the 

PAC and our prominent place as a founding member of the 

Astronomical League in 1941.  He presented the club with 

a “Proclamation in Appreciation” award and thanked 

everyone for their commitment to amateur astronomy. 
 

 
 

AL Past President Carroll Iorg and Al Sheidler of PAC 

 

The evening ended with the annual door prize drawing.  

Mitch Milani won the Celestron telescope grand prize 

generously donated by Celestron.   

 

 
 

Mitch Milani with his Grand Prize Celestron Telescope 

 

Everyone was a door prize winner as all the tickets were 

eventually drawn from the basket.   

 

The evening concluded with tours of the PACMO which 

was parked in the Viking Club parking lot.   

 



Field Trip to the Palisades-Dow Observatory 

October 8, 2016 

Bryan Raser 
 

The Cedar Amateur Astronomers of Cedar Rapids invited 

our club and the PACMO to their observing facility in 

August, but poor weather prevailed.  
 

On October 8
th

, our club was finally able to make a field 

trip to the Cedar Amateur Astronomers site about 25 miles 

southeast of Cedar Rapids, Iowa.   
 

Jeff Struve lifted and aligned our 12 inch Meade telescope 

into the PACMO.  Al Sheidler towed the PACMO to the 

Cedar Amateur Astronomers observing site.  
 

Bryan Raser was also in attendance, as were the 

Gustafson’s and the Bauer’s, earlier in the evening. 
 

Al Sheidler, Rusty Case, Ken Boquist, and Terry Dufek set 

up their own scopes on individual pads that are equipped 

with electrical outlets.    
 

 
 

The Cedar Amateur Astronomers Facility 
 

The main building at the site is the Eastern Iowa 

Observatory and Learning Center that houses a gallery of 

astronomy related displays, large and small lecture rooms, 

a full kitchen, and basement rooms for youth overnight 

programs.  
 

 
 

The Main Gallery Entrance of the Learning Center 
 

An enclosed walkway provides access to a modern 16” 

Meade imaging scope, and the enormous 24 inch classical 

Cassegrain Boller & Chivens telescope, donated by the 

University of Iowa.  

 
 

The CAA Sixteen Inch Vintage Celestron telescope 
 

 
 

CAA Twenty Four Inch Classical Cassegrain Telescope 
 

John Leeson, CAA observatory director, aimed the 24 inch 

scope at: Neptune Uranus, Saturn, the “snowball” planetary 

nebula in Andromeda, M-27 (the dumbbell nebula), and the 

“deer lick” galaxy (NGC 7331).  M-27 filled the entire 

field of the eyepiece, while NGC 7331 resembled a view of 

M31 rich field scope.   
 

 
 

Fourteen Inch Celestron in Roll-off Roof Enclosure 
 

The Cedar Amateur Astronomers asked to examine our 

PACMO.  They are naturally interested in furthering their 

own public outreach program, and observing our PACMO 

setup, its operation, and the shutting down of a mobile 

observatory.  
 



PAUL R. CASTLE OBSERVATORY NEWS 
 

This section is devoted 

to news about activities 

at our Paul R. Castle 

Memorial Observatory.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Observing Session at the Paul Castle Observatory 

October 22,-2016 

Terry Dufek 

 

Al Sheidler, Wayland Bauer, Mitchell Milani and a guest, 

Deake Schneider, arrived first with Terry Dufek with Bryan 

Raser arriving later on in the evening.  Deake was the 

winner of the Planisphere prize in the telescope raffle and it 

was presented to him by Al Sheidler.   

 

 
 

Shown Left to Right are Al Sheidler, Mitch Milani, Deake 

Schneider (prospective member) and Wayland Bauer 
 

The conditions were clear and dark.  Wayland worked on 

identifying various Messier objects.  Al Sheidler assisted 

Mitchell with the new telescope that he won at the banquet.  

It is Wi Fi compatible and it is controlled from a cell phone 

or tablet.  The alignment was a little tricky but was 

completed.  The scope then was controlled and steered to 

various objects such as the Ring Nebula, M-13, the 

Dumbbell (Apple Core) nebula.   
 

Deake Schneider set up his scope (Celestron CPC) and 

Terry looked at various objects he had taken pictures of 

with his camera.  Al Sheidler used his scope and saw 

various objects including, Venus, Mars, Saturn, Eta 

Cassiopeia, M 57, M 13, M 92, and Uranus.  Terry Dufek 

(along with Bryan Raser looked at an assortment of Objects 

including M 31, M 32, M 33, a very faint Helix Nebula, 

and NGC 235, a lenticular galaxy in the constellation of 

Cetus.  It is a large galaxy, filling in up the eyepiece at just 

over 14th magnitude. Terry Dufek also observed Uranus, 

and various double stars.  
 

We concluded the observing session around 10 pm.   

Observing Session at the Paul Castle Observatory 

November 5 and 6, 2016 

Ken Boquist, Terry Dufek, and Al Sheidler 
 

On November 5 and 6, 2016 Ken Boquist, Terry Dufek and 

Al Sheidler met at the Paul Castle Memorial Observatory 

to take advantage of the clear sky and mild temperatures.   

 

While Al Sheidler was observing double stars using the 6" 

F-12 refractor in the Paul Castle Observatory, Ken and 

Terry were busy with their video cameras observing the 

Moon, Uranus and various deep sky objects.   
 

 
 

 
 

 



The previous first quarter Moon photos were taken by 

Terry Dufek with his revolution imager camera.  Exposures 

were about 1/4000th second. 

 

Terry then took a picture of Venus at 1/200 second 

exposure. 
 

 
 

He then put on put on a focal reducer and took photographs 

of M-13, M-77, and NGC-7009.  The exposure times are 

shown at the bottom of each photograph. 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

Terry Dufek captured the previous photo of NGC 7009, the 

Saturn Nebula, in constellation Aquarius. 
 

He then shot NGC 253, the Sculptor Nebula, in Cetus, a 

bright magnitude 8 Galaxy, quite visible in the telescope 

and pretty low in the sky.  The camera brought out the dust 

lanes and some of the spiral arms with a 27 second 

exposure at 512 power.  All of Terry’s photos were run 

through Sharp Cap stacking software.  
 

 
 

Terry Dufek captured three of the present day known 

twenty seven moons of Uranus with his 8" Celestron 

telescope.   
 

These moons are approximately 14th magnitude. 
 

 



Observing Session at the Paul Castle Observatory 

November 26,-2016 

Al Sheidler 

 

Following are a couple pictures of the group meeting at the 

Paul Castle Memorial Observatory last night (November 

26).  In the large group photo from left to right are Al 

Sheidler, visitors Mitchell Bennett and his dad Jerry, Rusty 

Case, Terry Dufek, Mitchell Milani, Ken Boquist, and 

Dino Milani.  The planet Venus hovers above Al Sheidler's 

right shoulder. 
 

 
 

In the following picture, the group of Ken Boquist, Dino 

Milani and Mitchell Milani are looking at Dino Milani's 

refractor telescope.   
 

 
 

Ken Boquist, Rusty Case, Terry Dufek and Mitchell Milani 

set up their scopes, while Al Sheidler and the Bennett’s 

used the observatory's 6" refractor to observe Venus, Mars, 

Eta Cassiopiae, NGC457 (ET Cluster), and a few other 

objects, listed below.  Later in the evening, Al Sheidler and 

Terry Dufek used the big observatory refractor to observe 

double star Iota Trianguli and Messier Objects: 
 

M 33, this is the Pinwheel Galaxy 

M 35, a very nice, wide open cluster with a sprinkling of 

numerous stars of various magnitudes. 
 

M 78, this is a reflection nebula in Orion.  This is supposed 

to be one of the brighter reflection nebulae, but all we 

could see in the F 12 refractor was something resembling a 

dim double star embedded in faint nebulosity 
 

M 1, this is the Crab Nebula. This is a supernova remnant 

in Taurus.  It was noted as an extremely bright "guest star", 

many times brighter than the planet Venus by Chinese 

astronomers in 1054 AD.  All we could see last night was a 

somewhat irregularly shaped, very dim nebula.  Personally 

I have searched in vain for the Crab Nebula several times 

before during other observing sessions.  Last night however 

we found it! 
 

M 79, a diminutive, slightly irregularly shaped globular 

cluster in Lepus 
 

M 50, a nice open cluster of maybe 20 stars or so and 

resembling a Christmas tree on its side 
 

Ken experimented with his Canon SLR and his recently 

acquired Backyard EOS software using his Celestron 9.25" 

SCT.  Rusty & Terry had their 8" Celestron SCTs set up 

for visual observing as it was too windy to do any imaging 

with the Revolution CCD cameras.  Dino set up his nice 5" 

refractor which give some very nice wide-field views of 

M31 (Andromeda Galaxy), while Mitchell set up his 4" 

Celestron Maksutov to bag NGC869/889, the double 

cluster, M 31, and some other really nice views.  Despite 

the cold and windy conditions, everyone seemed to enjoy 

themselves. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
WELCOME NEW PAC MEMBER 
 

The following new member has recently joined the Popular 

Astronomy Club.  Welcome to PAC. 
 

Cassie Handley, Eldridge Iowa 
 

Cassie Handley was the raffle winner of an Orion 

FunScope Astro Dazzle 4.5 Alt-Azimuth Reflector 

telescope donated to PAC from Orion Telescopes & 

Binoculars. 

 



PAC OUTREACH ACTIVITIES 
 

This newsletter section is devoted to 

reports about the various Public 

Outreach activities of the Popular 

Astronomy Club. 

 

 

 

 

 

October 7, 2016 

Sherrard Library in Sherrard, Illinois 

Al Sheidler 
 

On the evening of October 7th, PAC members traveled 

south to Sherrard for a public outreach session organized 

by librarians at the Sherrard Library.  As we have done in 

previous years, we set up the PACMO and scopes in the 

grass field north of the Fire Station which is a great place 

for our purposes.  The big difference this year compared to 

previous year’s, was the weather this time was really 

fantastic.  Bryan Raser, Terry Dufek, Roy Gustafson, Rusty 

Case and Ken Boquist set up their own telescopes.  Rusty 

towed the PACMO, which yours truly operated for guests.  

Sara Sheidler set up a literature table and handed out grab 

bags of NASA literature.  She also set up the ever popular 

Weight Station for visitors to weigh themselves on different 

planets.  Wayland Bauer, Anne Bauer, Liz Robinson and 

Brad Smith arrived after the group picture was taken, but 

assisted in the evening festivities. 
 

 
 

Visitors started arriving at 6:30 and we started with a brief 

power point slide show in the fire station about the solar 

system and positions of the planets visible that evening:  

Venus, Saturn, Mars, Uranus and Neptune.   
 

We also used Stellarium to provide views of these planets, 

the moons of Saturn, and earth's moon.   
 

This provided guests an idea of what to expect when 

viewing these objects in scopes.  After that brief 

introduction, everyone scurried outside to feast their eyes 

on the splendor of the night sky and telescopic views of the 

planets, various Messier objects and double stars.   

 

 
 

An image of Our Moon Tonight 

 

The librarians counted 32 guests for this highly successful 

observing session.  

 

 

October 26, 2016 

Omaha Nebraska Chapel Talk 

Anne Bauer 
 

Anne Bauer was invited to speak to 200 children, grades K-

5 at the Lifegate Christian School in Omaha on October 26, 

2016.  An international theme was requested as the students 

were wearing international costumes in lieu of traditional 

costumes that Halloween Week.   
 

Her 25 minute talk included scriptures pertinent to 

“nations” and a variety of 3-D objects to illustrate points.  

A globe, non-stick frying pan, and models of an early bi-

plane, Enterprise Shuttle and the International Space 

Station were used throughout the teaching time.  The 

audience was given opportunities to participate by saying 

the name of our country and to vote on whether they 

thought air was light or heavy. 
 

Anne began by explaining that we live at the bottom of an 

ocean of air.  The weight of that air above us being 14.7 

pounds per square inch on our bodies was shared followed 

by the naming of the protective layers of atmosphere 

around us:  Troposphere, Stratosphere, Mesosphere, 

Thermosphere, Exosphere and Ionosphere.  Students 

learned that beyond these atmospheric layers lie Space, 

where man can only exist as the weight of air is simulated 

in a pressurized cabin, and at a comfortable 72 degrees.   
 

Steps to this achievement began with man’s curiosity about 

flying which culminated in the success of the Wright 

Brothers (members of the Evangelical United Brethren 

Denomination) in 1903.  What they did to control a flying 

machine changed the world forever, making it more 

“Global.”  Inventions tested by Orville and Wilbur are still 

used on airplanes today.  Besides longing to learn to fly, 

man has also imagined living in space.  Mrs. Bauer’s 

brother, Jerry, built a donut-shaped model of a proposed 

space station in the late 1950’s which was much different 

than the one launched and fit together by USA and Russia 

in 1988. 
 

PUBLIC OUTREACH



Anne gave credit to many nations which have united to 

finance, problem solve and do many science experiments 

harmoniously.   At present 81 countries have science 

experiments aboard the International Space Station, while it 

circles 240 miles up taking just 90 minutes to complete 

each orbit.  The children gasped when hearing the speed at 

which the International Space Station travels!  She noted 

that a large number of benefits to mankind have resulted 

from man’s ventures when thrusting from our planet, 

including “non-stick surfaces” which were developed to 

counteract the dangerous heat from air friction when early “ships” 

re-entered the earth’s layers of atmosphere.  
 

The presentation closed with the recounting of Apollo 8 

when three astronauts circled the moon.  A photo featuring 

the edge of the moon with the blue sphere of the Earth in 

the distance (reversing what people are used to—seeing 

part of Earth with the moon in the distance) was sent to the 

anxious TV watchers around our globe.  It was Christmas 

Eve 1968.  It was a stunning moment as Frank, Jim and Bill 

took turns reading from Genesis 1: 1-10!  Mrs. Bauer also 

read the amazing scripture from Isaiah, written so many 

hundreds of years before the shape of our planet was 

revealed to the human eye.  “Do you not know?  Have you 

not heard?  Has it not been told you from the beginning?  

Have you not understood since the Earth was founded?  

HE, the Lord, sits on a throne above the circle of the Earth 

(40:17). 
 

Afterwards, Anne received letters from the school children.  

“Although I know a lot about astronomy, I learned at least 

100 new things.  I can’t thank you enough!”  Thank you!  I 

never had known all that about space before!”  “I loved our 

Chapel today.  Thank you for teaching us about The 

International Space Station!  It was so interesting!”  (And I 

thanked our daughter, Ms. Christy Bauer, for giving me this 

wonderful opportunity to inform and excite the next 

generation!!). 

 

 

November 2, 2016 

Kewanee Wethersfield Grade School 

Roy Gustafson 
 

Jan Gustafson and I just finished with a presentation for 

Kewanee Wethersfield Grade School. We presented to 

thirty four second graders and two teachers about the Solar 

System. We talked for one hour.  

 

At the end of our presentation a high school senior 

(classroom helper) came up and told me he remembered 

when I presented StarLab when he was a second grader. 

So, what we do for outreach can linger in people's minds 

for a long time! 

 

November 4, 2016 

Adams Grade School, Davenport Iowa 

Sara Sheidler 
 

On the evening of November 4, the PAC partnered with the 

Quad City Astronomical Society to provide an “Under the 

Stars” program for the Adams School in Davenport, which 

is a K-5
th

 grade school with 560 students.   
 

 
 

Left to Right are Terry Dufek, Rusty Case, Wayland Bauer, 

Eric Sheidler, and Alan Sheidler 
 

The Adams school organizers were Chris Turnipseed and 

Mary Wilson who did an excellent job organizing parent 

and teacher volunteers.   
 

Two Star Labs were set up in the Gym and was ready to go 

for Roy and Jan Gustafson who each ran the controls 

alongside school staff helping inside and outside with 

crowd control.    
 

Signs and schedules were posted advising families where 

the various activities were being held, with the scheduled 

times for the Night Sky talks and Star Lab presentations.  
 

Inside, PAC and Quad City Astronomical Society member 

Jeff Struve had a telescope display and literature display. 

 

 
 

Jeff Struve with his telescope and display table 

 



Quad City Astronomical Society members John Baker and 

Matt Neilssen set up telescopes outside alongside PAC 

members Rusty Case, Wayland Bauer and Terry Dufek.  

The PACMO was operated by Eric and Alan Sheidler.      
 

 
 

Dr. Robert Mitchell with Assistants from Saint Ambrose 
 

Dr. Robert Mitchell had a planetary globe display and two 

Saint Ambrose students assisted with demonstrations of 

Stellarium software.  Quad City Astronomical Society 

member Dana Taylor set up an astro-photography display 

and also did two inside presentations.   
 

Al Sheidler presented “The Coolest Things in Astronomy”.    
 

In the cafeteria, five Craft Stations were set up with 

numerous volunteers helping the children with everything 

from the “Oreo Cookie Phases of the Moon” to “Star 

Clocks” to “Marshmallow Constellations” to “Connect the 

Dots Constellations”.   
 

 
 

The PAC Oreo “Cookie Phases of the Moon” Display 
 

 
 

The PAC “Marshmallow Star Constellations” Display 

 
 

Anne Bauer with Her Constellation Display 
 

Sara Sheidler assisted with the November “Star Finders”.  

Children had cards that were punched at the various 

stations and then entered their completed cards into a box 

for a drawing for a telescope provided by the school and 

various booklets and posters provided by PAC.   
 

 
 

Craft Tables Set Up in the Cafeteria 
 

Anne Bauer had a constellation display and telescope 

visuals and talked with hundreds as they passed by in the 

hall.   PAC provided a NASA literature table and our ever 

popular Weight Station scales for attendees to check their 

weights on various planets. 

 

 
 

PAC Member Anne Bauer with Our Literature Table 



The weather was clear and fantastic for viewing Venus, 

Mars, Saturn, Uranus, the Moon, The Ring Nebula, 

globular clusters M-2, M-13 & M-15, and double stars 

Albireo and Eta Cassiopeiae.    
 

It was a nice collaboration between Adams School, the 

Quad Cities Astronomical Society, and our Popular 

Astronomy Club.   We are grateful for this opportunity to 

share our love of Astronomy with the Adams School. 
 

 

 
 

Telescopes Inside on Display 

 

 
 

Telescopes Outside on Display 

 

 

 
 

Our PACMO On the Grassy Field Behind Adams School 

 
 

Crowds Gather to Visit the PACMO 
 

 
 

Crowds Gather in the Twilight 
 

 
 

The Big Dipper (Ursa Major) Rises above the School 
 

We received several thank you notes from the students at 

Adams School.  The following picture shows a few of 

them. 

 



November 18, 2016 

Putman Museum Family Fun Night 
 

The Quad Cities Astronomical Society and the Popular 

Astronomy Club were invited to help at the Putnam 

Museum’s “Star Light Star Bright” Family Fun Night on 

the evening of November 18, 2016.  It was a windy, 

cloudy, and cold night.  We towed the PACMO to Putnam 

Museum and had it open for tours by Rusty Case and Terry 

Dufek every half hour.   
 

 
 

Roy and Jan Gustafson were asked to run the Putnam’s new 

Discovery Dome indoor planetarium and did four shows.   

 

 
 

Anne and Wayland Bauer set up a 2017 Solar Eclipse 

Table with visual displays, hand-outs, and solar eclipse 

glasses available to those who wanted to learn about the 

“Great Eclipse” coming next August.   
 

 
 

Anne and Wayland Bauer with the Eclipse Table 

 
 

The 2017 Solar Eclipse Display Table 
 

Pictured Left to Right are Sara Sheidler, Terry Dufek, 

Wayland Bauer, Anne Bauer, Adam Beals, and Rusty Case 

 

Mike Haney handled the Literature table with informational 

brochures, bookmarks, stickers, and lithographs provided 

by NASA and the International Dark Sky Association.   
 

 
 

Mike Haney at Our Literature Table 
 

Dana Taylor from the Quad Cities Astronomical Society 

had an astrophotography display and his “shuttle craft” car.   
 

 
 

Dana Taylor with His Shuttle Craft Car 
 

Alan Sheidler did a power point show on “The Planets 

Visible in November” in the theater and Sara Sheidler 

helped the Putnam staff at the craft tables.    
 

The ever popular Weight Station was monitored by Bryan 

Raser.    
 



 
 

Adam Beals and the Table Top Orion Telescope 
 

We had a large group from Hillcrest School come, some 

who had never visited the Putnam before.  We also had a 

variety of folks young and old who braved the weather to 

come out and learn about astronomy.  The count was 

estimated to be 125 which was super considering the nasty 

weather we had.   

November 19, 2016 

Public Observing Session at Niabi Zoo 

Al Sheidler 
 

We had our last Niabi Zoo public outreach session last 

night.  The weather was windy and cold which necessitated 

the use of Rusty's kerosene heater.  We set up the PACMO 

for 5 visitors who showed up for viewing in crystal clear 

conditions.  We observed Venus, Mars, the Ring Nebula, 

double stars Albireo & Eta Cassiopiae, globular cluster 

M15, and the Andromeda Galaxy.  At that point our guests 

had endured the cold long enough so we packed up and 

pulled out at around 7:30PM.  Attached is a picture of the 

group as we were getting ready to leave.  Left to Right are 

Al Sheidler, Wayland Bauer, Adam Beals, Mel Schroeder, 

Terry Dufek, Bryan Raser and Rusty Case.   

 

 
 

 



LOCAL QC NEWSPAPER OUTREACH ACTIVITY 
 

Members of Popular Astronomy 

Club are writing periodic monthly 

articles appearing in the Moline 

Dispatch/Rock Island Argus 

newspaper about astronomical 

events that can be viewed in the 

Quad-Cities area.   

 

PAC Newsletter Editor Note:  The following is the 

submitted version of our PAC member’s monthly article to 

the Dispatch/Argus, but is not necessarily an exact 

reproduction of the possibly final edited article as printed 

in the newspaper.   

 

Star light, Star bright 
 

By Anne Bauer 
Popular Astronomy Club 

 

“…first star I see tonight!  I wish I may, I wish I might 

have the wish I wish tonight!” 

 

Generations of young people have scanned the sky at dusk 

searching to spot a star to wish on and then have repeated 

this rhyme!  Most often a person first sees beautiful Venus.  

Although in reality it’s a rocky planet, not a blistering star, 

its proximity to Earth plus the sun’s rays reflecting on its 

constant cloud cover makes it so bright.  It is called the 

“evening star” and also “the bright morning star!”  

 

The second star you may see will probably be another with 

strong light.  There are actually 21 of these.  Several 

November stars of that category have been named Capella, 

Deneb, Vega and Altair.  If you wish (while you are 

wishing) to know more star names and their locations, 

several sources are available- “Sky & Telescope” and 

“Astronomy” magazines have a Sky Map Section where 

constellations and stars in view for that month are shown.  

As the Earth rotates and revolves, people have a changing 

view of the heavens, but the constellations are still fixed in 

their relationship to one another!   Bookstores may also 

carry a plastic or paper “Planisphere.” This directs you to 

any day and hour of the year by dialing double circles.  

And, of course, technology has a handy answer.  By 

entering skymaps.com you can readily see what to look for 

on any given date on your screen.  

 

 The Greeks classified stars by brightness and called it 

“Magnitude.”  On their scale numbers 0-1 are the biggest, 

most luminous spots of light beaming through the darkness 

we call “The Night Sky.”  Sky Charts list that Greek Scale, 

which descends 0-5, and show star dots in six sizes.  Many 

constellations have only one or two stars of top brightness. 

Brightness is determined by size, heat and the distance the 

star is from us.  

 

A fun idea to experiment with when you are star gazing is 

to try to see the subtle colors of some stars.  They are not 

only interesting to behold, but indicate both temperature 

and the stage a star is in during its lifetime!  Blue is the 

hottest (i.e. Rigel or Vega) followed by white.  The star 

called Arcturus is said to be Ginger-Ale colored!  Next is 

yellow, like Capella, sequenced by orange (see Albireo).  

Lastly, red is the coolest.  Red Betelgeuse is very large and 

is in one of the final phases in the life of a star.   
 

Deliberately putting a star slightly out of focus while using 

binoculars or a telescope gives more area to a star’s color 

by extending its rays.  This is a tried and true method used 

by amateur astronomers.  If viewing with binoculars, sit in a chair 

and lean against something solid to steady your view or buy an 

adapter part, which allows you to attach your binoculars to a 

tripod.  
 

There are variables which may affect the clarity of your 

views when stargazing in general:    When the Moon 

commands the sky, it makes star-hunting more of a 

challenge.  Also, the amount of moisture in the atmosphere 

makes a difference.  (However, this is not all bad because it 

is our many layers of atmosphere which cause stars to 

appear to flicker or “twinkle!”)  Lastly, man-made lights 

create “Urban Glow.”  These definitely can wipe out the 

dark sky making many stars look faint or even absent.   
 

In this year of the 100
th

 Anniversary of National Parks, it is 

noteworthy that all of the parks have declared that dark 

skies are a RIGHT every human has –to be able to know 

the natural universe setting in which we live.   Educating 

the public to realize ways in which man-made light 

pollution can be minimized is a pertinent challenge which 

they have embraced.  
 

To learn more, you are invited to join the Popular 

Astronomy Club (now in its 80
th

 year in the Quad-Cities).  

It meets in the John Deere Planetarium on Augustana’s 

Campus at 7 pm the second Monday of each month, except 

August and October.  
 

Research for facts/ideas gleaned from The Stars by H.A. 

Reye, The Little Giant Book:  Astronomy by Knocke, and 

The Star Book by Burnham.  

 

 



How Many Planets in 
our Solar System – 8 
or 9? 
 

Many Reasons to disagree with 
demotion of Pluto. 

 
By Dino Milani 

Popular Astronomy Club 
 

Nine Planets: Growing up, we learned there are nine 

planets: Mercury, closest to the sun, Venus next, Earth – 

where we live, the red planet Mars, the largest planet 

Jupiter, Saturn with its rings, the light-blue planet Uranus, 

Neptune, and the most distant planet, Pluto. 
 

 
Pluto 

 

Pluto was discovered in February, 1930, by Clyde 

Tombaugh while he was at the Lowell Observatory.  In 

1906 Tombaugh was born in Streator, Illinois.  His family 

moved to Burdett, Kansas in 1922.  In 1929 he moved to 

Flagstaff, Arizona, to work at the Lowell Observatory and 

worked there until 1945.  He also discovered many 

asteroids, comets, variable stars, star clusters, galaxy 

clusters, a galaxy super-cluster and he was active in 

presenting astronomy to the public throughout his life.  
 

In August, 1992, JPL scientist Robert Staehle called 

Tombaugh and requesting permission to visit his planet.  "I 

told him he was welcome to it," Tombaugh later 

remembered, "though he's got to go one long, cold trip."  

With that call JPL created the New Horizons space probe 

to Pluto.  Clyde Tombaugh died on January 17, 1997, well 

before the New Horizons probe had left the ground.  The 

probe was launched in January, 2006, and it would be 9 ½ 

years before it arrived at Pluto, 4.577 billion miles away. 
 

A small portion of Clyde’s ashes were placed aboard the 

New Horizons spacecraft.  The container has this 

inscription: "Interned (sic) herein are remains of American 

Clyde W. Tombaugh, discoverer of Pluto and the solar 

system's 'third zone'.” 

Eight Planets: In August, 2006, Pluto was removed as a 

planet by the International Astronomical Union.  IAU is a 

group of astronomers who decide on types and names for 

new objects found in space.  IAU also decides what is real 

or conjectured; etc.  In 2006 they created three rules about 

what is a planet and then voted on Pluto.  It was a fairly 

close vote, but their reason for removing Pluto as a 

“planet” was the last of the three rules: 
 

1. A planet needs to orbit around the Sun. 

2. It should have sufficient mass to assume hydrostatic 

equilibrium (a round shape).  

3. And it should "clear the neighborhood" around its orbit 

(add moons or expel objects).  
 

They assumed that Pluto did not “clear the neighborhood” 

and they renamed Pluto as a “dwarf planet”.  By “dwarf 

planet” they meant that Pluto circles the sun, is round and 

bigger than a comet or an asteroid but too small to be a 

planet.   
 

Was the IAU decision right?  Personally, I was 

disheartened when Pluto was removed. Then I thought of 

something that made some sense. Imagine you are watching 

the TV show “The Big Bang Theory”. With the show’s 

characters, Sheldon is always arguing about science and 

tries to force the rest to accept his theories.  Eventually, the 

rest concede or “give in”.  It doesn’t matter if it’s right or 

wrong, they agree just to stop Sheldon’s arguing. Instead of 

four characters, the IAU has thousands of members, but a 

member with a strong opinion may force the rest to listen 

and concede – whether it’s right or wrong. 
 

Some famous astronomers have publicly apologized for the 

change, including Neil deGrasse Tyson, director of the 

Hayden Planetarium in New York. You may remember him 

when he hosted the TV show “Cosmos”.  He even 

apologized (again) about Pluto when he appeared as a guest 

on “The Big Bang Theory”.   
 

New Discoveries for Pluto: When the IAU made its 

decision, New Horizons would not arrive at Pluto for nine 

years, but, in that time, new discoveries were made and 

Pluto does not seem to be what they thought. 
 

The outer planets – Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune – 

all have and acquire moons.  They “clear the 

neighborhood” in their orbits.  Their gravity adds new 

objects as moons or ejects them – sending them hurtling 

away.  We knew that Pluto had a moon, Charon, when the 

moon was discovered by James Christy in 1978.  Then two 

more moons were discovered in 2005, Nix and Hydra (they 

were named by the IAU, of course!).  Getting ready for 

New Horizon’s arrival at Pluto, NASA viewed Pluto with 

the Hubble Space Telescope and discovered two more 

moons, Styx and Kerberos.  It certainly seems that Pluto 

does “clear the neighborhood” of new objects in its orbit 

and has added five moons. 
 



In June, 2015, the New Horizons space probe flew past 

Pluto and found it to be much larger than expected; much 

larger than the other known bodies such as Quaoar, Sedna, 

and Eris.  It has an atmosphere. It has an active surface 

with hills, rifts, canyons, frozen lakes, mountains made of 

ice and very few craters – many older craters are covered 

or eroded away.  It has liquid water under it surface, 60 to 

120 miles deep. It has a solid, rocky core. It has large 

temperature changes, so the surface ices “melt” or 

sublimate when it’s warmer. 
 

New Horizon’s data and photographs of Pluto and its 

moons are remarkable.  In the next few years, much more 

will be found out about Pluto. 
 

Even with this new information, the IAU has not changed 

Pluto back to a planet, but it is being considered.  The ninth 

planet, again?  Let’s see what happens! 
 

The author, Dino Milani, is a member of the Popular 

Astronomy Club.  The club meets on the 2nd Monday of 

each month at 7:00 pm in the John Deere Planetarium, 

Augustana College Rock Island, Illinois.  The club also has 

night-time public observing sessions every 3rd Saturday of 

the month, March through November, at Niabi Zoo, Coal 

Valley, Illinois. 

 

Dancing with the Stars 
 

By Jeff Struve 
Popular Astronomy Club 

 

Ok, so ‘dancing’ may be a misnomer here, but it got your 

attention.  So, you’ve been to a number of public events 

(hopefully) where you could look through club telescopes 

and see cool views of the moon, Saturn, Jupiter, a few 

double stars, a star cluster or two… maybe a fuzzy galaxy 

or two, and that orangish redish star that is actually Mars… 

but you’re still not quite ready to buy a telescope… that is 

GREAT news!   Why??? There are a lot of great 

opportunities for you to see even more, and more 

importantly learn a bit about what it takes to do the type of 

astronomy that you want to do… not just guess at what 

facets there are and what gear to invest in… 
 

Public events are fun and easy to get to… but you’ll notice 

that most of the amateur astronomers there are directing 

traffic, and not doing the majority of viewing…. Mmmm… 

what do they know that Joe Public doesn’t? Well, mainly, 

that the darker the skies, the better you can see the 

aforementioned objects… not just a little better, but 

generally a lot better… except for the moon, which 

astronomers, unless that is the object of study, tend to 

avoid. Darker skies allow for better viewing and multitudes 

of other objects therefore also become visible!  
 

So, you’re thinking, let’s have Public Observing Nights 

during the New Moon (when it can’t be seen). 
 

Light pollution from cities and smoke from factory 

chimney stacks are also a huge hindrance!  Not just any 

place, but how about the astronomy clubs observatory?  

Ask a member when they are going out to their site to do 

their viewing and astrophotography…they’ll be more than 

happy to work something out with you,  it may even be a 

private showing! I think you’ll get more out of it if there 

are a number of members at the site doing various things so 

that you can get a better idea as to what can be done and 

what you need to do it. 
 

Now you want to know why I said ‘West’… well, West 

gives us more stable skies, and more stable weather… but 

I’m talking pretty far West, like Texas, or Oklahoma, or 

Nebraska… not crazy about the West? Well, Florida can 

do pretty well too. Ok, I had a reason for mentioning those 

states and ending in this manner. 
 

The next step in learning, and one most non-amateur 

astronomers  don’t take, is the opportunity to partake in an 

official ‘star party’… these events can have hundreds of 

amateurs in attendance setting up their gear, some valued in 

excess of $100,000 
 

Also, vendors are generally in attendance at the larger 

events, and of course they offer show specials… but I 

digress… the reason this is a good thing to do is that for a 

marginal registration fee, you can see hundreds of different 

telescopes, view through them, talk to the owners about the 

pro’s and con’s, see incredible objects all in a vacation like 

setting! 
 

So… the locations I mentioned? Google the Florida Winter 

Star Party (2/20-26/17), the Texas Star Party (5/21-28/17), 

the Nebraska Star Party (7/23-28/17), and/or the Okie-Tex 

Star Party (9/16-24/17) … visiting these sites, to name a 

few, will have you Dancing with the Stars! 
 

Visit the Popular Astronomy’s web site at 

WWW.PopularAstronomyClub.org for dates and times of 

club meetings held at Augustana College and public night’s 

held at Niabi Zoo. The public is always welcome at all 

events.    

http://www.popularastronomyclub.org/


PAC OBSERVING FORUM 

 
This feature column is devoted to the 

contributed articles from our members and 

friends regarding recent observations, 

thoughts, and comments about astronomy, 

astronomical phenomena and events.   

 

 

Occultation of Aldebaran 

October 18-19, 2016 

Lee M. Farrar 
 

To orient the readers, the following image shows the area 

of the sky in the Constellation Taurus during the time of the 

Aldebaran occultation.  The Moon moves from its shown 

position to occult Aldebaran about 4 ½ hours later. 

 

 
 

The Moon in Constellation Taurus on October 18, 

2016 
 

 

Occultation of Aldebaran 

October 18-19, 2016 

Ken Boquist 

 
I observed the occultation of Aldebaran from my backyard 

using my 9.25" Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope.  I dragged 

myself out of bed at midnight and rolled out the scope, and 

then I timed the ingress and egress of Aldebaran using the 

National Institute of Standards and Technologies' master 

clock as my time source. 

 

The ingress (beginning) of the occultation was at 12:35:53 

am CDT, which corresponded pretty well to my 

planetarium program's prediction of about 12:35:49 am 

CDT.   

 

There was a much larger variation between the planetarium 

program's estimate and my timing of the egress (ending).  I 

found the actual egress time to be 1:15:43 am CDT, 

whereas my planetarium program's prediction was 1:14:41 

am CDT.  I don't know why the variance was so much 

larger with egress, but I'm pretty sure it didn't take me a 

minute or more to finally notice Aldebaran reappearing. 

 

Once the occultation ended, I quickly rolled everything 

back into the garage and went back to bed.  When I got up 

again at 5:30 am CDT, I briefly went outside to check on 

the moon, and I could easily see Aldebaran shining to the 

west of the moon with my naked eye.  I wasn't able to see it 

at all with the naked eye just prior to, and after the 

occultation. 

 

Occultation of Aldebaran 

October 18-19, 2016 

Terry Dufek 

 
It was a very clear and cold evening.  Terry Dufek, Rusty 

Case, and Al Sheidler arrived at the Paul Castle 

Observatory at dusk to observe the occultation of 

Aldebaran.  Bryan Raser arrived a little later.   
 

After Moonrise, it became dark enough that the Milky Way 

was visible.  Meanwhile Al and Rusty observed the wild 

duck cluster and various other objects.  They were also 

taking pictures of the double cluster in Perseus.  Terry was 

taking pictures of a few faint galaxies in Pegasus and 

Cetus.   
 

The times in this article are expressed as Central 

Standard Time so that they agree with the photo captions.  

The Quad Cities observes Central Daylight Time during 

October, so if desired you must add an hour to these posted 

Central Standard Time values to convert them to Central 

Daylight Time, the local October QCA time displayed on 

your wrist watch or local home clock. 
 

At Around 10:00 pm CST, star Theta 1 Tau emerged from 

behind the Moon.   
 

 
 

Al Sheidler was the first to observe the Moon and the stars 

near it.  At the time, the Moon was passing through the 

Hyades on its way to occult Aldebaran.   
 

A few minutes later, around 10:04 pm CST star Theta 2 

Tau appeared and we started to observe other stars 

associated with the Hyades.  



 
 

At around 10:10 pm CST, other stars near Theta 1 and 

Theta 2 Tau appeared. 

 

 
 

 

At around 10:34 pm CST, star 81 Tau appeared from 

behind the Moon.  

 

 
 

 

By about 10:40 pm CST, star SAO93975 appeared, and 

the Moon was beyond the Hyades. 

 

 
 

At around 12:36 am CST, the occultation started when 

Aldebaran disappeared from view behind the bright eastern 

limb of the Moon.   

 

 
 

The Moon overtakes Aldebaran at around 12:36 

am CST 
 

Al, Rusty and Terry took photos of this while Bryan did 

visual observations.   
 

The occultation ended at around 1:18 am CST when 

Aldebaran reemerged from behind the darkened limb of the 

Moon. 

 

 

 

October 18-19, 2016 

Virtual Occultation of Aldebaran by the Moon 

from Rock Island, Illinois 
 

 



At around 9:57 pm CDT,  (Theta) 1 Tau emerged from 

behind the Moon.  Note: The Moon is moving toward the 

left. 

 

 
 

At around 10:02 pm CDT,  (Theta) 2 Tau emerged from 

behind the Moon. 

 

 
 

At around 10:17 pm CDT, the Moon approaches 

HD28879. 

 

 
 

The Moon contacted Aldebaran at 12:33:30 am CDT, on 

October 19, 2016. 

 

 
 

Aldebaran emerged from behind the Moon at 1:18:30 am 

CDT, on October 19, 2016, ending the QCA occultation. 

 

October 18, 2016 

Virtual Occultation of Aldebaran by the Moon 

from Phoenix Arizona 

Lee M. Farrar 
 

In the Phoenix area, Moonrise was at 8:34 pm MST.  

Note: Arizona does not observe Daylight Savings Time, 

so all times are expressed in Mountain Standard Time.   

 

By 9:03 pm MST the Moon had risen above the trees and 

was already beyond 80 Tau, 81 Tau, and 85 Tau.  

 

 
 

The Moon Appeared Above the Trees at 9:03 pm 

MST 
 

 

 
 

The Moon approached Aldebaran at 9:52 pm MST 
 

 

 
 

The Moon gets very close to Aldebaran at 10:01 

pm MST 
 



 
 

The Moon Contacts Aldebaran at 10:10:25 pm 

MST 
 

 

 
 

Aldebaran Reappears at 10:44:25 pm MST 
 

For the Phoenix area, the occultation occurred from about 

10:10:25 pm MST to 10:44:25 pm MST. 

 

 



FOURTH QUARTER 2016 BUSINESS MEETING 
 

President Alan Sheidler called the Fourth Quarter PAC 

business meeting to order in the John Deere Lecture Hall at 

the John Deere Planetarium at 7:00 p.m. local time, on 

Monday December 12, 2016.  There were no visitors. The 

Third Quarter business meeting notes were read by 

Secretary Terry Dufek.  A motion was made by Roy 

Gustafson to approve the notes as read.  This motion was 

seconded, and unanimously approved.  
 

It was also noted by Secretary Dufek that membership 

points totals would be available to any member requesting 

them and that an upgraded list of points for participation 

would be available in the near future. 

 

Treasurer’s Report: 
 

Bryan Raser stated that the calendars are in and available 

for pick up.  There are 25 individual renewals plus 17 

family members for a total of 42 memberships.  A 

December 4, 2016 Treasurers report was presented 

showing expenditures for winter storage, PACMO towing 

charges in 2016, Banquet charges and a donation to the 

QCAS for their participation in an Outreach event. . A 

donation from the Adams School Outreach was being 

divided between the PACMO usage ($75), PAC ($37.50) 

and the QCAS ($37.50).  A tripod was sold for $50. The 

ending balance of this year is $3833.08.  A motion was 

made by Ken Boquist to approve the Treasurers Report. 

The motion was seconded, and unanimously approved.  

 

Vice Presidents Report: 
 

Our Vice President, Adam Beals, was not present at the 

meeting, and no issues were reported.  

 

Observatory Director Report: 
 

Rusty Case reported that the PACMO is in winter storage.  

It is parked outside because an indoor spot was not 

available this year.  The telescope and batteries have been 

removed.  The small battery that powers the trailer lights 

tested as dead and will have to be replaced this spring.  The 

large internal gel battery tested very good and should last 

us several years more.  

Mothballs were left in the PACMO for protection from 

mold and insects. The Paul Castle Observatory will need a 

recoating of the deck in the upcoming year. We will also 

need to coat or paint some of the metal trim on the 

observatory which is starting to flake. It was asked about 

maybe installing a concrete pier for the observatory. There 

would be several issues as we are just loaned the land from 

the Nordick’s and would need their permission and if we 

had to relocate the observatory, this would be a problem.  

A motion was made to approve the Director of 

Observatories report and was moved by Wayland Bauer 

and seconded and was unanimously approved.  
 

ALCor Report: 
 

No activity with the Astronomical League in Kansas City 

was conducted this quarter. 

 

Future PAC Dates for Your Calendar: 
 

Friday April 21, 2017 Astronomy Day ~ Putnam Museum.  

The Putnam Museum has asked us to provide an astronomy 

program on Friday April 21.  We are planning on an 

afternoon and evening program. 
 

Monday August 21, 2017 Solar Eclipse Viewing ~ Moline 

Public Library.  Although many club members will be 

traveling to view the total eclipse, we hope to have a couple 

of members provide viewing opportunities here in the QC 

area.  
 

Updates on these important events will be coming in 2017. 

 

New Business: 
 

The PAC survey has been sent out and it would be 

appreciated if members could complete as soon as possible. 

It can be anonymous. You can return it by mail or E-mail 

or drop off at a meeting. 

The library telescope, modified by Al, Rusty, and Mike, 

has been delivered to Eldridge Library on December 8 by 

Al and Terry. It was discussed with the librarians on how to 

use it and care for it. It is being logged into the library 

system.  The instructions, provided with the telescope, have 

been modified after discussing with the library personnel to 

provide more clarity.  It was suggested asking the library to 

laminate the instructions of usage.  

We discussed with library of having an Outreach session on 

March 14, 2017 to introduce the telescope to the public and 

train patrons in its usage.  It was brought up that we should 

have several member scopes present also and the scope 

from the PACMO (which will still be in storage at the time) 

to support the event. 

There is a review being done on the Policies and 

Procedures Manual and some new updates are being added. 

It will be sent out for all members to review in the near 

future.  

Jeff Struve, President of the QCAS, brought up several 

events they have going in the future that the PAC might 

participate in.  On March 24-26 2017, a Messier Marathon 

with certificates for completion either with setting circles or 

maybe a GoTo.  An event on August 12, 2017 for the 

Perseid Meteor Shower at the Scott County Park. There is 

conflict with the PAC picnic though and will have to be 

discussed with the PAC board. Also, the Eastern Iowa Star 

Party (EISP), which is scheduled on September 22-24, 

2017.  

 

A motion was made at this time to adjourn the business 

meeting which was moved by Roy Gustafson and seconded 

by Wayland Bauer and unanimously approved. 

 

Respectfully submitted, Terry L Dufek, Secretary 



Following is the current Quarterly Report.  It was taken 

from a full page format and resized to fit the two column 

format of this newsletter.  You may need to increase the 

size of this page to be able to read the report. 
 

 
12.4.2016      December Quarterly Report 

    

Description         Subtotal              Total 

September 19th Deposit Cash $204.00 

Milani $250 Contribution, 1264.00  

October 11th Deposit   

Colona ($100), Sherrard ($25), Rock Island ($75) Libaries 1089.50  

November 21st Deposit   

Davenport CSD $150.00, Birdies for Charity $290.91 852.91 3206.41 

    

    

    

Viking Club, Banquet, (Check #906), October 17th 1281.29  

Sun-Rhys, winter storage (Check #907), November 6th 210.00  

Kalmbach Publishing, Calendars  45.50  

Al Sheidler, Towing ($436.44), Plaque  and misc  ($335.53) 771.97  

Rusty Case: Towing $149.28) & deck sealant ($13.00) 162.28  

Donation to QCAS (Adams School public event) 37.50 2508.64 

Current Balance - 2016 beginning balance ($2826.21) +1007.59 

Business Checking Account Current Balance 3833.08 

 

Popular Astronomy Club of the Quad Cities, Inc.                 
 http://www.popularastronomyclub.org/                                               

  

 

Respectfully submitted, Terry Dufek, Secretary  

 

 

General Meeting: 
 

Observations:  
 

Ken Boquist had comparison photos taken of the straight 

wall on the moon with various lighting conditions. He 

showed comparative photos of the moon at perigee and 

apogee. He also had a photo of the Crab nebula and the 

Helix nebula. Mike Ombrello showed a photo of the Flying 

Horse nebula. It is also known as the Wizard nebula. He 

also showed a photo of the Elephant Trunk nebula.  

 

Awards: 
 

An outreach award was given to Jan Gustafson for reaching 

Stellar Level.  An award was presented to Al Sheidler for 

completing the 100 Double Star program from The 

Astronomical League.  A Certificate of Recognition was 

shown that PAC had received from the Astronomical 

League for being one of the first groups in the 

Astronomical League.  A cash award of $37.50 was 

presented to Jeff Struve of the Quad Cities Astronomical 

Society for their participation in the Adams School 

Outreach program last fall. 

 

Constellation Report: 
 

No Constellation Report was presented tonight. 

Tonight’s Program: 
 

A year in review was presented and included commentary 

by Roy Gustafson.  Pictures were supplied by Anne Bauer 

and Al Sheidler.  Roy also suggested that more members 

get involved with astrophotography as the requirements are 

pretty easy to accomplish some decent photos.  

 

 

Upcoming Scheduled Outreach Events in 2017: 
 

Mar 14, 2017: Scott County Library (Eldridge) 

Apr. 21, 2017: Putnam Museum (Astronomy Day) 

Apr. 28, 2017: Career Expo North Scott Junior High 

Aug. 21, 2017: Moline Public Library w/ Solar Eclipse 

Special Event  

 

 

 

2017 PAC BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
 
 

 
 

 

PRESIDENT - Alan Sheidler 

3528 56th Street Court, Moline, IL, 61265 

Phone: (309) 797-3120;  Email: adsheidler@gmail.com 

 

VICE PRESIDENT – Adam Beals 

PO Box 237, Walcott, IA, 52733 

Phone: (217) 254-5204;  Email: ajbeals@gmail.com 

 

SECRETARY - Terry Dufek  

2812 W. 65th Street, Davenport, IA, 52806 

Phone: (563) 386-3509;  Email: t_dufek@email.msn.com 

 

TREASURER – Bryan Raser 

3830 Lyndon Road, Prophetstown, IL, 61277 

Phone: (815) 537-5407;   Email: cbrdvm@frontier.com 

 

ALCOR / NEWSLETTER EDITOR - Lee M. Farrar 

Illinois - 2232 24th Street, Rock Island, IL, 61201 

Arizona - 808 N. 82nd Street, Townhouse F-2, Scottsdale, AZ, 85257 

Phone: (309) 721-4301;  Email: lmfastro@aol.com 

 

DIRECTOR OF OBSERVATORIES - Rusty Case 

2123 W. 16th Street, Davenport, IA, 52804 

Phone: (563) 323-7168,  Email: rustycase32@gmail.com 

 

PAST PRESIDENT - Wayland Bauer 

3256 Pleasant Drive, Bettendorf, IA., 52722  

Phone: (563) 332-4032;  Email: bauerwp@gmail.com  

 

 

http://www.popularastronomyclub.org/


 


